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ADRC Mission
• A mission goal of the Asteroid Deflection Research Center
(ADRC) at Iowa State University is a fair, logical, commonsense technological assessment of the nuclear option for
deflecting hazardous Near-Earth Objects (NEOs).
• The “2006 Near-Earth Object Survey and Deflection Study” by
NASA finds standoff nuclear detonation to be 10 – 100 times
more effective for NEO deflection than other alternatives.
• However, while those findings satisfy intuition, more rigorous
analysis is required to explore all the design nuances and
ensure that a complete and fair technological assessment is
performed and documented.
• The NASA report findings regarding the nuclear option are not
universally accepted within the NEO science/engineering
community.
• The work of the ADRC will address this issue, and more.
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Near-Earth Objects
•

Near-Earth Asteroids (NEAs)
are classified according to:
– Orbit
• Aten
• Apollo
• Amor (Mars-crossing)

– Composition
•
•
•
•

•

Potentially Hazardous
Asteroids (PHAs) are NEAs
with:
– A Minimum Orbit Intersection
Distance (MOID) of 0.05 AU with
Earth’s orbit.
– Mean diameter ≥ 150 m.

Credit: ESA

•

Photograph of Comet
Linear
C/2002 T7 [May 2004]

Carbonaceous (~ 75%)
Silicaceous (~ 17%)
Metallic (Nickel-Iron) (~ 8%)
… and more

NEAs are far more numerous
than Near-Earth Comets
(NECs).
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NEO Impact Hazards
• NEOs that cross Earth’s orbit are hazardous as well as readily
rendezvoused with.
• The collision of a “small” NEO with Earth causes grievous
local to regional devastation.
– ~60? m NEO detonation over Siberia in 1908 devastated 2000 km2
(Tunguska). (Equivalent to the area spanned by Washington, D.C.)

• The collision of a large NEO with Earth causes mass
extinction.
– Chicxulub crater:
• Cretacious/Tertiary (K/T) boundary extinction event.
• ~ 65 million years ago
• More than 70% of species made extinct, including the dinosaurs
• Caused by the impact of a 9 – 19 km diameter NEO in the Yucatan
Peninsula near Chicxulub

Map Showing The Yucatan Location

Detailed Enhanced Image Showing
the K/T Crater Edge

Topographic Enhanced Image of the
180 km wide, 900 m Deep K/T Crater
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Spacecraft Missions to NEOs
• Why send missions to asteroids (and comets), particularly
Near-Earth Objects (NEOs)?
– Protection: Defend Earth from NEO impacts.
– Science: Understanding our space environment and solar system
origins & evolution.
– Convenience/Cost: Near-Earth Asteroids (NEAs) can be reached for
relatively little fuel, sometimes less than for Lunar missions.
• More delivered payload mass.
• Reduced mission costs.

– Technology development: We solve challenging aerospace problems
every time we send a new mission to a NEO.
• Refine and advance our space exploration/travel technology.

– Heritage: We have already sent a variety of successful science missions
to NEOs.
• Subsequent missions have a strong knowledge base to build upon.

– Exploration goals: Crewed missions to NEOs are a real possibility.
• Travel times can be short.
• In-situ resource utilization may be possible.
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Past and Current Missions
• NEAR (Launched 1996)
– Flyby of Asteroid Mathilde (1997)
– Orbit of Asteroid Eros (2000), soft landing on Eros (2001)

• Deep Space 1 (Launched 1998)
– Flybys of Asteroid Braille and Comet Borrelly

• Stardust (Launched 1999)
– Investigation of Comet Wild 2 and its coma, samples returned in 2006.

• Hayabusa/MUSES-C (ISAS/JAXA) (Launched 2003)
– Orbit of Asteroid Itokawa (2005), sample return attempt in 2010.

• Deep Impact (Launched 2005)
– Delivery of impactor to and flyby of Comet Tempel 1 (2005)

• Dawn (Launched 2007)
– Study Asteroid Vesta (2011 – 2012)
– Study Ceres (dwarf planet) (2015)
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Planned/Potential Missions
• Don Quixote (ESA) (Planned Launch in 2011?)
– Still in planning stages (may no longer be active?)
– Impactor and observer spacecraft sent to non-threatening asteroid.

• Mission to Asteroid Apophis (Planned Launch in 2012 – 2013?)
– Humanity's first spacecraft mission to a potentially hazardous asteroid?

Sun

Near-optimal 2012 rendezvous with Apophis.
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Planned/Potential NEO Missions
• I am currently developing algorithms to design trajectory sets
that allow multiple NEOs (in this example 6 PHAs) to be studied
in one mission using currently available propulsion technology.
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The Worst Case Scenario
• It is possible that an incoming NEO will be discovered and that
the parameters of the scenario will be such that no human
effort, even using the very best technology of the era, will be
able to prevent the collision of the NEO with Earth.
– In this case, mitigation refers to doing our best to ensure that our
species survives the impact event and that negative effects are
minimized. What we need to do and can do will depend on:
• The time before impact.
• The energy of the impacting NEO.
• The extent of global coordination, cooperation, and available resources.

– Actions may include large scale evacuations, hardened shelter
constructions, etc.
– Even our best efforts to ensure species survival might fail for a variety of
reasons.

• We acknowledge that such grim scenarios and outcomes are
possible, but focus our attention on what could and should be
done for the scenarios for which we are capable of preventing
the collision.
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NEO Collision Prevention Options
•

Move Earth from the collision point
– Likely to cause other, possibly equally severe, problems, e.g. climate shifts.
– That it requires too much energy is an understatement.

•

Annihilation of the NEO
– Vaporization or pulverization to fine-grain dust cloud.
– Requires too much energy.

•

Removal of the NEO
– Change NEO's orbit such that it escapes the solar system or is pushed into a
much larger heliocentric orbit.
– Requires too much energy.

•

Uncontrolled fragmentation of the NEO
– Cannot guarantee that all fragments will miss Earth or be small enough to survive
passage through Earth's atmosphere.

•

Controlled fragmentation of the NEO
– Analyses have shown that mission requirements greatly exceed current
capabilities..

•

Deflection of NEO
– Possible with currently technology and controllable.
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NEO Deflection
• Some examples of deflection options:
– Impulsive
• Nuclear explosives
– Standoff
– Surface
– Buried

• Kinetic Impactors
• High-thrust attached thrusters
– Chemical
– Nuclear

– Slow push
• Gravity tractor
• Solar concentrators
• Lasers
• Low-thrust attached thrusters
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Impulsive NEO Deflection
•

Goals:
– Prevent, with sufficient certainty, the imminent collision of the NEO with Earth.
– If possible, also ensure that the NEO will not collide with Earth ever again, or at
least not for a long enough time, with sufficient certainty.

•

When (where along the NEO’s orbit) to strike the NEO?
– As soon as possible after detection and threat assessment, but
– Striking when the NEO is at its perihelion is generally most effective.

•

In what direction should the NEO be struck?
– Analysis shows that striking along the NEO’s velocity vector (in the NEO's orbit
plane) is generally best.
– The best direction becomes more radial and out of plane as the NEO makes its
final solar orbit prior to Earth impact.

•

How hard should the NEO be struck?
– Generally, as hard as possible without inadvertently fragmenting the NEO.

•

How should the NEO be struck?
– Various methods have been proposed, including Standoff Nuclear Detonation.
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Impulsive NEO Deflection
• Prior to the final solar revolution before Earth impact, the
maximal direction for the imparted impulse is nearly along the
NEO's velocity vector (in the NEO's orbit plane).
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Impulsive NEO Deflection
• During the final solar revolution (during which Earth impact
would occur), the maximal direction for the imparted impulse
becomes more radial and climbs up out of the NEO's orbit
plane somewhat.
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Modes of Nuclear Device Application
•

Buried Detonation
– Requires drilling or penetrators.
– Imparts more momentum to the NEO than other modes, but carries a higher
risk of undesired fragmentation (shattering) of NEO.

•

Surface Detonation
– Requires landing the equipment on the NEO.
– Can impart more momentum to the NEO than Standoff Detonation.

•

Standoff Detonation on Flyby with Proximity Fuse
– Requires precise terminal guidance, a great deal of redundancy for the fuse,
and very accurate sensing.
• The Deep Impact mission had to work hard to hit comet Tempel 1!
• In a true emergency situation, there is no tolerance for failure.

– Detonating at the proper distance from the NEO surface is crucial.

•

Standoff Detonation after Gradual Rendezvous & Prox Ops
–
–
–
–

Builds directly on current NEO mission heritage and lessons learned.
Requires incremental advances in GNC that we already know how to do.
Is more forgiving than a flyby with a proximity fuse.
Carries less risk of undesired fragmentation.

Comet Tempel 1 Struck During
Deep Impact Mission
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Standoff Nuclear Detonation
•

Standoff nuclear detonation:
– Nuclear device of proper yield/type is
placed at the optimal detonation
coordinates via proximity operations.
• Optimal distance from NEO surface.
• Optimal orientation of imparted
impulse vector.

– Neutrons & X-rays from the
explosion penetrate 10 - 20 cm into
NEO surface, super-heating a thin
shell of NEO material.
– Material blows off, changing the
NEO's momentum and hence
velocity.
– Estimates of required nuclear
device mass for a given velocity
change vary, but most can be
handled with today's launch and
propulsion technologies.
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Research Motivation
•

The technical issues with utilizing standoff nuclear detonation for NEO
deflection are best addressed by a rigorous, interdisciplinary research
program, advanced computer modeling, and an eventual campaign of
in situ tests.
– Some laboratory tests may also be devised.

•

Current modeling efforts are not all in complete agreement.

•

Before standoff nuclear detonation can be relied upon in a true
emergency, it must be adequately tested on real harmless NEOs.
– Calibrates our models.
– May reduce or eliminate the requirement for a precursor science mission.

•

The unparalleled high energy density of nuclear devices facilitates
rapid launch, as well as multiple launches.
– Other technologies have energy densities that are at least several orders of
magnitude lower, necessitating a proportional increase in launch vehicle payload
mass capacity which is not currently available.

•

The tremendous potential advantages offered by standoff nuclear
detonation for NEO deflection strongly motivate the proposed
research and testing activities.
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Research Considerations
• While a variety of studies have suggested that nuclear devices
are either the best or at least an extremely promising choice for
NEO deflection, there is no consensus on this in the Planetary
Defense community.
• Many of the reasons for this lack of consensus are listed and
addressed in the sections that follow on nuclear device
concerns and disadvantages.
• The likely advantages are sufficiently compelling to warrant a
vigorous program of research into the use of nuclear explosive
devices for NEO deflection.
– Development of consistent, detailed computer models.

• Due consideration must be given to all aspects of the issue to
yield a fair, objective, and comprehensive analysis and
assessment.
• A variety of engineering and science disciplines must be
brought together to achieve this.
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Nuclear Device Concerns
•

Concern: The radiation released in space from the detonation of a
nuclear device near an asteroid will disrupt our satellites around Earth
or harm us on the ground.
– If a nuclear device is detonated near a NEO for testing or actual
deflection, it will happen when the NEO (and nuclear device) are millions
of kilometers from Earth and we will experience no ill effects. Our Sun is
a giant thermonuclear reactor and is already filling space with far more
radiation than our comparatively infinitesimal nuclear devices.

•

Concern: Using nuclear explosives for Planetary Defense against
NEOs gives world governments an excuse to stockpile more nuclear
weapons for malicious purposes.
– We already have plenty of nuclear weapons and malicious world leaders
can find far more effective justifications for stockpiling more. Most
leaders (and their populaces) would ask “What's a NEO?” Much more
effective justifications utilize things people can easily relate to and
already have a real, tangible, intrinsic fear of.
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Nuclear Device Concerns
•

Concern: Nuclear devices sent into space on launch vehicles can/will
be used against Earth.
– Extant ICBMs have a long and successful heritage, cost much less than
interplanetary launch vehicles, are far more plentiful, and are completely
effective.
– Moreover, the nuclear device payload can be designed to preclude the
use of the device as a terrestrial weapon should it be lost. (From the
NASA report).

•

Concern: If the launch vehicle fails (explodes) while still in Earth's
atmosphere, the nuclear device will detonate.
– Nuclear explosives are designed to not detonate unless deliberately
detonated, and this design aspect can be improved in various ways.
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Standoff Nuclear: Advantages
•

The majority of the required technology is currently available.
– The key technical areas to develop are nuclear device payload handling for
space launch, reliable precision NEO proximity operations, and predictive
computer modeling of the detonation coupling with the NEO.

•

NEO deflection as an act of Planetary Defense provides a use for
nuclear explosives that benefits all humanity.

•

The impulsive, high-energy nature of nuclear explosives enables NEO
deflection with relatively little warning.
– Limited mostly by the time available for rendezvous after the threat is identified.
• This assumes that the technology is tested and proven and that infrastructure and
leadership is in place well in advance of a real threat.

•

No anchoring of equipment to the NEO's surface is required.

•

The NEO's spin state is not a factor.

•

No extended on-orbit operation of equipment is required.
– The longer NEO deflection equipment is required to operate on orbit, the higher
the risk of mission failure. Less “moving parts” (reduced complexity) is always
more robust.

•

Nuclear explosives offer the highest energy density of any currently
available technology.
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Standoff Nuclear: Disadvantages
•

Some types of NEOs may not be susceptible or may be shattered.
– Very porous NEOs or “rubble piles” may not be affected enough or at all.
– Address by enhanced computer modeling and testing on harmless NEOs.

•

Coupling between a nuclear explosion in space and a NEO is
unproven.
– Address by enhanced computer modeling and testing on harmless NEOs.

•

Proper selection of the most effective nuclear explosive for use
against a particular NEO may require knowledge of the NEO's physical
properties at a level necessitating a precursor science mission, and
this may not be possible in a scenario with too little advance warning.
– Address by enhanced computer modeling and testing on harmless NEOs.

•

If the launch vehicle explodes while still in Earth's atmosphere, some
radioactive material could be scattered on Earth.
– Scattering can be addressed by proper packaging in the launch vehicle.

•

International treaties forbid detonating nuclear weapons in space.
– However, for NEO deflection nuclear explosives may be considered to
be propulsive devices rather than weapons.

•

Nuclear explosives are generally feared by the public.
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Politics and Society
•

The most challenging obstacles to validating nuclear explosives for
Planetary Defense are not technical. They are political and societal.
– And financial: we need research funding!

•

The world has an intrinsic fear of nuclear devices fostered over six
decades by the threat of globally devastating nuclear war.

•

Education of the public and government officials is key.

•

International cooperation is required.
– One nation choosing to launch nuclear devices to NEOs for testing without prior
agreements could create tremendous political problems.
– By contrast, even if no preparations or prior agreements are made nations would
most likely still independently attempt to field nuclear responses to a validated
NEO threat regardless of consensus.

•

A paradox: Faced with imminent destruction at the hands of a NEO, no
one would balk at using nuclear explosives to save our species.
However, almost no one now would support testing these devices in
space to ensure we can use them effectively before they are needed.

•

An interdisciplinary program of research into nuclear devices for NEO
deflection may eventually address these political and societal issues.
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Policy Issues
• A research program that addresses technical issues, and
eventually political and societal issues, may also consider the
associated policy issues.
– At what perceived probability of NEO collision, based on observational
data and propagation, do we take action?
– To what certainty level must we ensure that imminent collision of the
NEO with Earth is indeed prevented?
• Current notion is 6σ: 1 out of a million

– For how long into the future and to what certainty level must we ensure
that the NEO will not collide with Earth?
– Who is responsible for making these decisions?
– Who is responsible for NEO deflection system testing?
– When will NEO deflection system testing begin?
• We could discover an incoming impactor of grave consequences tomorrow.
– Ranging from intense local devastation to an extinction-level event.
– Could we respond in time?

– Who is responsible for Planetary Defense in general?
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NASA Study Findings
• On December 28, 2006, NASA completed a study report, by
congressional mandate, on Near-Earth Objects entitled “2006
Near-Earth Object Survey and Deflection Study”
– Supported by the NASA NEO Workshop earlier in 2006 that collected
papers and presentations from experts in the community.

• This report is extremely broad, long, and detailed, containing a
wealth of information.
• Some of the report findings relevant to the issues discussed
herein are summarized and discussed.
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NASA Study Findings
• Appendix R.1: Nuclear Explosive Design
– Adequate nuclear explosives exist or could be produced in 12 – 18
months, including devices with high neutron production efficiency.
• Very large yield devices, in the multi-megaton range, may not be available
now but these could also be produced in 12 – 18 months.

– The report asserts that no testing would be required to produce a spacerated package, apart from the electromechanical components.
• It is implied that the coupling between a NEO and the explosion itself is
understood well enough, and I am not convinced that this is the case.

– Specific designs would be created to ensure safety during launch, safety
during possible reentry, and to preclude the use of the device as a
terrestrial weapon should it be lost.
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NASA Study Findings
• Section 8.3: Summary of Findings
– Nuclear standoff explosions assessed to be 10 – 100 times more
effective than non-nuclear alternatives.
• Surface or buried nuclear explosions may be more effective but have a
higher risk of fracturing the target.

– Deflection campaigns need to be 100 – 1000 times more reliable than
current space mission to meet mitigation requirements.
• Yet, no deflection systems have been tested and there are currently no plans
for test campaigns.

• Appendix Q.3: Deflection Campaign Considerations
– Currently, no agency has overall responsibility for deflecting asteroids.
– Global coordination will be required.
– Mission planning and execution procedures will need to be established
within a global organization.
– “Oversight by a U.S. military agency would likely not be acceptable to
the world community, particularly if nuclear technologies were required,
as is likely.”
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NASA Study Findings
• Section 6: Analysis of Deflection Alternatives
– The findings indicate that very little characterization of the NEO (e.g.,
mass estimate only) is required for standoff nuclear detonation.
However, I am not yet convinced that this is the case.
– I believe that the findings do not correctly reflect the merits of
rendezvousing with the NEO and performing prox ops to position the
nuclear device at the optimal standoff detonation point, as opposed to
the strategy advocated in the report, which is detonating with a proximity
fuse during flyby
• Rendezvous & prox ops does require more fuel and hence reduces the
payload mass that can be delivered to the NEO, but
• The ultra-high energy density of nuclear devices means that relatively little
delivered payload mass capability is required, and
• Precise positioning by prox ops is far more reliable than a proximity fuse and
serves better to guard against undesired fragmentation of the NEO.
• As an example, a Delta IV Heavy can bring 4400 kg to rendezvous (not
merely intercept!) with Apophis and a 1 megaton nuclear device payload only
masses 1000 kg (far larger than deflecting Apophis would require). That
leaves 3400 kg of prox ops fuel, far more than would be required.
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Research Objectives
• Nuclear detonation modeling objectives include:
– Understand the sensitivity of the deflection outcome to all the scenario
parameters that can vary:
• NEO type (monolith, somewhat porous, highly porous, rubble pile, etc.)
• NEO surface composition.
• NEO mass, shape, and structure.
• Nuclear device detonation point relative to the perceived center of mass.
– Influences the orientation of the delta-v imparted to the NEO.
– The distance of the nuclear detonation from the NEO surface governs the
magnitude of the imparted delta-v.
– The goal is to meet deflection requirements without inadvertently shattering the
NEO.

• Nuclear device type, yield, and production efficiencies (e.g., neutron).
• If multiple discrete detonations considered, examine number and timing.

– Develop & validate all required algorithms and computer codes, and/or
integrate extant codes.
– Devise and conduct sufficient trade studies to provide a thorough and
objective assessment of the effectiveness of nuclear devices for NEO
deflection in all conceivable scenarios.
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Research Objectives
• Understanding and incorporating process uncertainties is
important:
– Allows dispersion studies to bound probable system performance over
the range of expected circumstances.
– The various elements of the process will always be imperfectly
implemented, and our measurements of the implementations will always
be imperfect.
– Combine all uncertainties that can be modeled for:
• NEO shape, size, and surface topology scans.
• NEO composition and internal structure scans.
• Nuclear device position and velocity relative to NEO.
• NEO center of mass location.
• NEO heliocentric position and velocity, pre- and post-deflection.
• Realized nuclear device performance.
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Research Objectives
• Research and understand the political and societal challenges
and impacts of testing/using nuclear devices for NEO
deflection and carefully craft appropriate and effective
responses.
• Research and understand the policy issues and develop
appropriate policy recommendations and a road-map for
effective infrastructure development.
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Conclusions
• Near-Earth Objects pose a genuine threat to life as we know it
and this threat deserves our attention and resources.
• Our technology gives us tools with which to deal with this
threat, but we must cultivate them.
• Nuclear explosives, the highest energy and energy density
devices we possess, may offer the best means of deflecting
incoming NEOs, but more research is required.
• With proper funding, a rigorous interdisciplinary research
campaign can be executed that will provide a complete,
detailed, and objective assessment of the nuclear option.
• Any deflection system that is to be relied upon in a real
emergency must be tested before it can be declared
dependable.
• It is imperative that we begin to organize and work together
now, before a threatening NEO is discovered. We may have
only one chance to deploy a reliable and effective defense.
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Backup Slides
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Planetary Defense
• Planetary Defense is the emerging engineering science of
understanding the threat posed to Earth and the human species
by hazardous Near-Earth Objects and developing means to
mitigate the threat through detection, characterization, and
deflection.
• Planetary Defense is also concerned with understanding all the
risks/effects associated with NEO impacts, ranging from local
or regional devastation to extinction-level events.
• Planetary Defense includes the study of the myriad societal and
political issues involved with all other aspects of the problem.
• We've already sent successful science missions to NEOs and
are planning more. Apart from Don Quixote (which may be
defunct), there are no currently planned scientific missions to
specifically test Planetary Defense systems (that I am aware of).
– Planetary Defense system test missions always simultaneously provide
pure science data.
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Impulsive NEO Deflection

Time Interval Over Which Conditions
Must Be Satisfied
t DEF + ≤ t ≤ [ t CA + ] DEF
Performance Index
P = [ ∆rMIN ] DEF − [ ∆rMIN ] UNDEF
Maximal Deflection Condition

POPT = max P

( )

Deflection Condition

[ ∆r ( t ) ] DEF > ( R EARTH + M SAFE )
Maximal Deflection Solution

{ t DEF , ∆v, α , δ } OPT

∋ P = PMAX

Performance Index Definition and Deflection Maximization Conditions
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Impulsive NEO Deflection

Deflection Parameter Space Mapping to Performance Index Space
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Apophis Case Study
These data are for deflection of Apophis from keyhole passage in 2029.
(Not post-2029 deflection of Apophis from imminent 2036 Earth impact.)
* Keyhole is ~ 500 – 600 m in size along longest axis.
~ 2012

•

~ 2021

•

•

These deflections maximize the
asteroid’s closest approach
distance from Earth.
Further refinements may define
“optimal” to include conditions
that cause the asteroid to not
pass through any keyholes,
considering all uncertainties.
Next, algorithms for optimizing
the end-to-end deflection mission
will be created and utilized to
optimize the deflection from a
systems engineering/mission
design point of view.

Maximized deflections for Apophis for an applied velocity change of 1.0 cm/s.

* “Event” refers to the close approach on April 13th, 2029.
* Blue data point markers indicate deflections performed at times when the asteroid’s passes through its perihelion.
* “Deflection” values on the vertical axis = by how much the original close approach distance is increased.
* Time values on horizontal axis = time at which the deflection is applied to the asteroid before 2029 close approach.
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